The p.I141V mutation of the voltage-gated sodium channel is associated with several clinical hyper-excitability phenotypes. To understand the structural bases of the p.I141V biophysical alterations, molecular dynamics simulations were performed. These simulations predicted that the p.I141V substitution induces the formation of a hydrogen bond between the Y168 residue of the S2 segment and the R225 residue of the S4 segment. We generated a p.I141V-Y168F double mutant for both the Na v 1.4 and Na v 1.5 channels. The double mutants demonstrated the abolition of the functional effects of the p.I141V mutation, consistent with the formation of a specific interaction between Y168-S2 and R225-S4. The single p.Y168F mutation, however, positively shifted the activation curve, suggesting a compensatory role of these residues on the stability of the voltage-sensing domain.
Introduction
In excitable tissues, the upstroke of the action potential is the result of the passage of a large and rapid influx of sodium ions (I Na ) through voltage-gated sodium channels (Na V ). Na V dysfunction has been associated with an increasingly wide range of neurological, muscular and cardiac disorders. Mutations in the genes SCN1A, SCN4A and SCN5A, which encode Na V 1.1, Na V 1.4 and Na V 1.5, respectively, lead to various epilepsy syndromes, muscular disorders and inherited cardiac arrhythmias. [1] [2] [3] Na V channels are monomers with a tetrameric repeat of 6 transmembrane (TM) segments. The first 4 TM segments (S1-S4) comprise the voltage-sensing domain (VSD), and the last 2 TM segments (S5 and S6) form the pore of the channel when assembled in a tetrameric configuration. The S1 segment of domain I contains amino acids that are highly conserved between different species and different Na V isoforms. One of these amino acids is isoleucine 141. Its substitution to valine in Na V 1.4, Na V 1.5 and Na V 1.7 channels has been linked to inherited channelopathies in patients with hyper-excitability phenotypes, i.e. myotonia, exercise-induced polymorphic ventricular arrhythmias and erythromelalgia. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The p.I141V mutation in Na V 1.4 and Na V 1.5, as well as its homologous p.I136V mutation in Na v 1.7, induce similar modifications in the biophysical properties of the voltage-gated sodium channels [3] [4] [5] [6] by shifting the voltage-dependence of steady state activation toward more negative potentials and hastening the activation and inactivation kinetics. In addition, the I Na generated by these mutant channels have larger sodium window current peaks which are shifted toward more negative potentials. These observations highlight the important role of isoleucine 141 in the gating process of Na v channels.
The recently published crystal structure of the bacterial Na v Ab channel demonstrates close proximity between the S1 and S4 segments of the VSD. 7 Based on the fact that Na v Ab can be used as a homolog for the mammalian Na V 1.4, Na V 1.5 and Na V 1.7 channels, we generated a model of Na v 1.4 and investigated the interplay between the p.I141V mutation and the stability of its VSDs. Through molecular dynamics (MD) modeling and biophysical characterization, we strived to determine if a modification of intra-segment interactions inside the VSD domain could stabilize the activated state of the channel that carries the p.I141V mutation.
Results
The p.I141V mutation stabilizes the activated state of Na v 1.4 and Na v 1.5
The functional effects of the p.I141V mutation on Na v 1.4 and Na v 1.5 were investigated using the whole-cell configuration of the patch-clamp technique. The initial step was to reproduce, under similar experimental conditions, previously published data regarding the effect of the p.I141V mutation on the voltage dependence of activation and inactivation of Na v 1.4 and Na v 1.5 found in patients with myotonia and cardiac arrhythmias (Fig. 1A-F) . 3, 4 For both channels, the presence of the p.I141V mutation shifted the voltage dependence of activation toward negative potentials (Na v 1.4-V 1/2 act : ¡18 § 1.4 mV, n D 9, versus ¡28 § 2.1 mV, n D 5, ***P < 0.001; slope: 5.3 § (E and F) Steady-state activation and inactivation curves for Na v 1.4 (E) and Na v 1.5 (F). Activation properties were determined from I/V relationships by normalizing peak I Na to driving force and maximal I Na . The protocol for the voltage-dependence of steady state of inactivation was 20-ms test pulse to 0 mV (Na v 1.4) or ¡10 mV (Na v 1.5) after a 500 ms conditioning pre-pulse. 0.4 mV vs. 5.4 § 0.5 mV, for WT and mutant channels, respectively, Fig. 1E ; Na v 1.5-V 1/2 act : ¡27 § 1.3 mV, n D 10, versus ¡35 § 1.3 mV, n D 9, ***P < 0.001; slope: 5.9 § 0.1 mV vs. 5.5 § 0.3 mV, for WT and mutant channels, respectively, Fig. 1F ). The voltage dependence of steady-state inactivation in the presence of the p.I141V mutation was not modified (Na v 1.4-V 1/2 inact : ¡59 § 1.9 mV, n D 7, versus ¡60 § 1 mV, n D 4; slope: 5 § 0.2 mV vs. 4.8 § 0.2 mV, for WT and mutant channels, respectively, Fig. 1E ; Na v 1.5-V 1/2 inact : ¡70 § 1.4 mV, n D 9, versus ¡72 § 0.9 mV, n D 9, slope: 6.3 § 0.4 mV vs. 6.1 § 0.5 mV, for WT and mutant channels, respectively, Fig. 1F ).
Effect of the p.I141V mutation as predicted by molecular dynamics simulations
To investigate the structural and functional effects of the p.I141V mutation on voltage gated sodium channels, an atomistic model of the Na v 1.4 channel was built (see Methods section). The final selected structure of Na v 1.4 was based on the scoring functions and the analysis of the Ramachandran plots. This structure corresponded to the activated/closed state of the channel and served as the Na v Ab template for the homology modeling method. The isoleucine 141 residue of Na v 1.4 was mutated into valine and MD calculations were performed for the 2 forms of the channel: the WT and the p.I141V mutant. Both structures were embedded in a model membrane formed by a palmitoyl-oleyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) bilayer and surrounded by a 150 mM KCl (symmetric) solution ( Fig. 2A) .
In both the Na v Ab crystal structure and Na v 1.4 models, I141 was in close proximity to the Y168 and R225 residues, which are crucial for the VSD function ( Fig. 2B and C) . R225 is one of the S4 positive residues that participate in the charge transfer, and Y168 corresponds to F233 in the Kv1.2/ Kv2.1 paddle chimera that serves as a hydrophobic plug, across which R255 residue must transit. 8 Alteration of the interaction between these residues might influence activation and deactivation of the VSD. For this reason, the evolution of non-bonded interaction energy between Y168 and R225 during the MD runs of the WT and p.I141V mutant were monitored. The Y168 -R225 interaction energy of the WT structure was »0 kcal/mol, suggesting no specific interaction; whereas that of the mutant sharply dropped to » ¡4.5 kcal/ mol within the first ns of the MD run (Fig. 2D) . The drop in energy is consistent with the formation of a hydrogen bond. The distance between the hydrogen atom of the Y168 hydroxyl group and the oxygen atom of the R225 backbone ( Fig. 2E ) also supports this model.
The MD simulations suggest that the mutagenesis of isoleucine 141 to valine, a less bulky residue, modifies the equilibrium position of Y168 with respect to R225. With the p.I141V mutant, these residues come close enough to initiate the formation of a hydrogen bond between their groups; whereas with the WT channel, the formation of such an interaction is sterically hindered by the bulkier isoleucine residue.
The p.Y168F mutation destabilizes the VSD and abolishes the functional effect of the p.I141V mutation in Na v 1.4 and Na v 1.5
The MD simulations suggest that the p.I141V activated state is more stable than the WT. The stabilization of the DI VSD is proposed to be caused by the formation of a hydrogen bond between Y168 of the S2 segment (S2-DI) and R225 of the S4 segment (S4-DI) (Fig. 2C) . To test this hypothesis, the Na v 1.4 and Na v 1.5 channels were mutated by substituting the Y168 residues for phenylalanines. The double mutant p.I141V-Y168F was also generated in order to prevent formation of the hypothetical hydrogen bond between Y168 and R225. Interestingly, the biophysical characterization of the p.I141V-Y168F double mutants showed abolition of the p.I141V effect on the Na v 1.4 and Na v 1.5 channels (Fig. 3A-F) . The calculated half-potential values of the steady state of activation and inactivation of the WT channels and the p.I141V-Y168F mutants were not statistically different. The slope of the activation curve for Na v 1.4 was not significantly modified. The voltage dependence of activation was shifted toward more positive potentials for the single mutant p. Y168F ( Table 1 , Fig. 3C-F) , but the voltage dependencies of inactivation were not affected for the mutants nor the WT ( Table 1 , Fig. 3E and F) .
Discussion
The substitution of the highly conserved isoleucine 141 to valine in the Na v 1.4, Na v 1.5 and Nav1.7 channels has been associated with several inherited disorders of excitability, such as myotonia, cardiac arrhythmias, and erythromelalgia. [3] [4] [5] [6] This study investigated the biophysical effects of the p.I141V mutant on these channels and demonstrated that the p.I141V substitution stabilized the activated state of the DI VSD, manifested by a negative shift of the voltage dependence of the activation curve.
The crystal structure of the bacterial channel Na v Ab, published by the Catterall group, shows close proximity between segments S1 and S4 of the VSD. 7 Based on this observation, the hypothesis that the p.I141V substitution stabilizes the open conformation of the mammalian voltage-gated sodium channel Na v 1.4 by modifying or creating new interactions between these specific segments was tested. An atomistic model of Na v 1.4 was built using homology modeling and the structure of the Na v Ab channel as a template. Unconstrained atomistic MD simulation data suggested that the p.I141V mutation influences the position of the Y168 residue in S2-DI. The Y168 residue was predicted to be spatially closer to R225 of the S4 segment in the mutant VSD, allowing for the formation of a hydrogen bond between the Y168 hydroxyl group and the R225 backbone. The observed hydrogen bond could be responsible for the stabilization of the activated state of the mutant channel in comparison to the WT. Therefore, to abolish the effect of the p.I141V mutation, the formation of a hydrogen bond in the mutant should be prevented.
Based on these predictions, a single (p.Y168F) and double mutant (p.I141V-Y168F) were generated in order to suppress the hydroxyl group of tyrosine, which was found to form a hydrogen bond with R225. The functional analyses of these mutant channels demonstrated the abolition of the p.I141V effect on the voltage dependency of activation for both the Na v 1.4 and Na v 1.5 channels. The recovery of the WT biophysical parameters in the double mutant (p.I141V-Y168F) is consistent with the MD simulation predictions.
The functional experimental data of the single mutation (p.Y168F) showed a destabilization of the activated state of the Na v 1.4 and Na v 1.5 channels. This was reflected by a significant shift of the activation curves to more depolarized potentials. This effect was unexpected and raises the question of whether the neutralization of the biophysical effect of the p.I141V mutant is due to the abolition of a newly formed hydrogen bond or due to an additive effect of the p.I141V and p.Y168F mutants on sodium channel function. Given that the double mutation p. I141V-Y168F significantly modified the slope of the activation curve of Na v 1.4, the hypothesis that the recovery of WT behavior www.landesbioscience.comin the p.I141V-Y168F mutant is due to the functional changes of both channels induced by the given mutation seems to be more probable.
On the other hand, the functional effects of the p.I141V, p.Y168F, and p.I141V-Y168F mutation were slightly different between Nav1.4 and Nav1.5 channels. For example, in the presence of the p.I141V mutation, a difference of 10 mV and 8 mV in the V 1/2 of steady-state activation was observed for Nav1.4, and Nav1.5, respectively. This difference may be due to different intrinsic protein interactions that stabilize the open confirmation . (E and F) Steady-state activation and inactivation curves for Na v 1.4 (E) and Na v 1.5 (F). Activation and inactivation properties were determined as described in Figure 1 . Note that for the WT Na v 1.4 condition, I/V relationships, and the voltage dependences of activation and inactivation, the represented data in this figure are the same as in Figure 1. in these 2 channels. Several studies demonstrated that the substitution of one VSD residue is sufficient to affect its function. 9, 10 Although Nav1.4 and Nav1.5 are homologous channels with high sequence similarities, the environments of the S4 positive residues are not identical. This may result in different characteristics for the wild type channels and therefore may lead to different effects depending on the mutation that is introduced.
Altogether, these results highlight the functional role of 2 different segments (S1-S2) of the VSD in voltage-gated sodium channel gating, even though the exact interactions that influence the stability of the VSD are not yet fully understood.
Materials and Methods
Site-directed mutagenesis Site-directed mutagenesis was performed on pRC-CMVhSCN4A or pCDN3.1-hSCN5A using the Quick-Change II XL site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Cell culture
Human Embryonic Kidney 293 cells (HEK293) were cultured at 37 C in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% (Fetal bovine serum) FBS, 4 mM glutamine, and 20 mg/ml gentamicin in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 and 95% air. All cell medium components, except glutamine (Sigma-Aldrich), were purchased from Gibco.
Cellular electrophysiology
The HEK293 cells were transfected with DNA complexed to JetPEI (Polyplus-transfection) according to the manufacturer's instructions. DNA concentrations were 1 mg of WT Na V 1.4 and Na V 1.5 channels: pRC-CMV-Na V 1.4 and pCDN3.1-Na V 1.5 for mutated channels; pRC-CMV-Na V 1.4-p.I141V, pRC-CMV-Na V 1.4.Y168F, or pRC-CMV-Na V 1.4-p.I141V-pY168F for Na V 1.4 and pCDN3.1-Na V 1.5-p.I141V, pCDN3.1-Na V 1.5-p.Y168F, or pCDN3.1-Na V 1.5-p.I141V-pY168F for Na V 1.5. In addition, 1 mg of pIRES-hb1-CD8 was used as a gene reporter. Eight hours after transfection, the cells were isolated and seeded in plastic Petri dishes at low density. Twenty 4 hours after transfection, the resulting I Na was recorded at room temperature 
Molecular modeling
The initial molecular model of Na v 1.4 was built using homology modeling and the crystal structure of the bacterial Na v Ab channel (PDB code 4EKW) served as a template. 7 Fifty different models of Na v 1.4 were built using MODEL-LER. 11 Ten were chosen based on their scoring functions (MOLDPF, DOPE and GA341). The quality of each model was analyzed using PROCHECK. 12 The structure with the highest number of residues in the core regions of the Ramachandran plot and the lowest number of residues in the disallowed regions was selected for the current study. The selected model contained 94% of residues in the core regions and no residues in the disallowed regions.
The selected structure of Na v 1.4 (both the native form and the I141V mutant) was embedded in a palmitoyl-oleyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) hydrated bilayer, surrounded by a KCl salt solution at a physiological concentration of 150 mM (total number of atoms: »180, 000). The CHARMM22 with the CMAP correction and the CHARMM36 force fields were considered for the protein and the lipids, respectively. 13, 14 Water was represented by the TIP3P model. 15 The molecular dynamics simulations were performed using NAMD. 16 Langevin dynamics were applied to keep the temperature (300 K) and the pressure (1 atm) constant. The time-step of the simulations was 2.0 fs. Short-and long-range forces were calculated every 1 and 2 time-steps, respectively. Long-range electrostatics were calculated using Particle Mesh Ewald (PME). The cutoff distance of short-range electrostatics was taken to be 11 A . A switching function was used between 8 and 11 A to smoothly bring the vdW forces and energies to 0 at 11 A . The equations of motion were integrated using a multiple time-step algorithm. During the calculations, chemical bonds between hydrogen and heavy atoms were constrained to their equilibrium values. Three d periodic boundary conditions were applied.
The following protocol of equilibration was used: 1) the entire protein was fixed for a 6 ns MD run in order to ensure the relaxation of the lipids and the solution, 2) the backbone atoms were then constrained during an 8 ns MD run to enable subsequent reorganization of the side-chain groups, 3) the salt-bridges R225-E161, K228-E171, K228-D197, K175-E171 and K175-D197 in the DI VSD were also restrained, and 4) all constrains were released and the systems were further equilibrated for »100 ns. The analysis of non-bonded energy was performed for the last 50 ns of the equilibration, for which the root mean square deviations (RMSD) from the initial structure of the channel calculated for the backbone atoms reached plateau.
Data analysis and statistical methods
The currents were analyzed with the Clampfit software (Axon Instruments, Inc.). The data were analyzed using a combination of pClamp10, Excel (Microsoft) and Prism (graphpad). The comparisons between groups were performed with 2-tailed Student's t test. All data shown are expressed as mean C SD. A P-value < 0.05 was considered significant.
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